BIOCME-2014:
In recent years as need for biochemical investigations and their accuracy has gained utmost importance, automation in biochemical diagnostics has achieved new heights. Rapid progress is being made in development of new technologies-modern genetics and immunological techniques have been applied for biochemical diagnostics. CME’s on research and development of high-thorough put novel methods, their clinical use and community/industry participation are crucial for progress in diagnostic biochemistry. We aim to bring together experts from various areas to address key aspects of diagnostic biochemistry. Clinicians, scientists with expertise in biochemistry, genetics, immunology, bioinformatics, medical ethics, methodology, diagnostic and clinical research will weave in diagnostic applications and biomarker discovery talks between different specialist areas. Multi-disciplinary sessions will include basic, translational and clinical presentations on cutting edge research to provide an integrated approach to understanding the diagnostic advances in biochemistry.

This conference will comprise of symposia wherein through presentations and interdisciplinary discussions, leaders in the field will deliberate on how to further shape this emerging field which has witnessed rapid progress in recent years. Unique insights and tools for optimizing and streamlining clinical investigations, achievements of laboratory medicine based industry will be focused upon.

MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS

- INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON LEAD TOXICITY- A CHALLENGING ISSUE
- SYMPOSIUM ON CERVICAL CANCER DIAGNOSIS & MANAGEMENT
- AWARDS: BEST ORAL & POSTER PRESENTATIONS
- SOUVENIR/PROCEEDINGS WILL BE RELEASED
- KEY LECTURES BY EMINENT INVITED SCIENTISTS & CLINICIANS FROM ACADEMIA/INDUSTRY

WE EXPECT OUR INVITED TALKS, ORAL & POSTER PRESENTATIONS TO COVER A RANGE OF TOPICS:

- RECENT ADVANCES: AUTOMATION IN CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY
- RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY
- LEAD TOXICITY
- ADVANCES IN IMMUNOLOGICAL & MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES IN DIAGNOSTIC BIOCHEMISTRY
- DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF CANCERS: FOCUS ON CERVICAL CANCER
- DIAGNOSIS, MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH ADVANCES IN DIABETES AND METABOLIC SYNDROME
- ADVANCES IN BLOOD GAS ANALYSIS-LATEST GADGETS AND THEIR USER FRIENDLINES
- ROLE OF PROPER SAMPLING PROCEDURES IN DIAGNOSTIC BIOCHEMISTRY
- APPLICATIONS OF NANOTECHNOLOGY IN CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY AND DIAGNOSTICS
- ACADEMIA - INDUSTRY COLLABORATION IN LABORATORY MEDICINE
- CURRENT STATUS: MANUFACTURING, QUALITY & ECONOMICAL DIAGNOSTIC KITS IN INDIA

Payment by Demand Draft:
Demand Draft should be in favour of HOD BIOCHEMISTRY, GMC Sgr.
Amount (in Figures) ____________________

Payment by Wire Transfer:
Account Name: HOD BIOCHEMISTRY
A/c No. 0349040100028582 Swift Code JAKAINBBSRI
IFSC Code JAKA0DOCTOR - Jammu & Kashmir Bank Ltd.
Branch Office: Government Medical College, Srinagar

Registration Fee Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Fee Details</th>
<th>Special Concessional Categories*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS/PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Bird (up to 15 August 2014)</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular (16th Aug - 26th Sep 2014)</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Spot (26th Sep onwards)</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accompanying Person: Early bird- Rs 800; Regular- Rs 1000; On spot- Rs 1200
Children above 12 years have to register as accompanying persons

Membership form of BIOCME-2014 is Available on ACBI/InSLAR/GMC Website

*Please provide certificate from Head of Department / Institute

Requests for refund of registration fee will not be entertained after 15th Sep 2014. Refund only after conference is over (Less 25% as administrative charge)

Complete registration forms by hand/ speed post addressed to Organizing Secretary/Member 1/C Registration should reach Conference Secretariat:

OFFICE OF HOD BIOCHEMISTRY,
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY,
GOVT. MEDICAL COLLEGE SRINAGAR,
KARAN NAGAR, SRINAGAR, KASHMIR,
J&K, INDIA -190 010
Tel: 0194-250476 ext -595 Mob : 9797873511; 9469410010

Regards,
J. K Tourism Development Corporation Ltd (JKTDC)
For details contact/write to
Tourist Reception Centre, Srinagar-190001
Tel: 0194-2457927; Fax: 0194-2476102
Email: info@jktdc.co.in
Dear Colleagues,

It is a pleasure to invite you on behalf of North Zone ACBI and InSLAR to BIOCME-2014 on the theme: “ADVANCES IN BIOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTICS: RECENT RESEARCH TRENDS”.

This conference aims to bring together Scientists, Clinicians from academia and industry with the goal of facilitating communication and fostering collaborative initiatives in biochemical and molecular diagnostics. Research opportunities in this area will be explored to infuse the desire in young scientists to work in this applied area of Biochemistry.

This is a conference for all. Early stage researchers can collaborate with and benefit from experience of senior scientists and clinicians. Leaders in the field will in turn contribute to interdisciplinary discussions on advances in diagnostic Biochemistry and pave way for development of laboratory medicine—an emerging branch of immense importance. It will be a platform for healthcare and diagnostic industry to showcase their organization and identify potential recruits—researchers with aptitude for developing diagnostic tests and inclination to join the industry directly. For research scholars, Postgraduate students, MBBS / BDS students and Medical laboratory technologists, preferably called medical lab scientists, this assuredly will be an enlightening experience.

Our endeavor shall be to make this event informative, beneficial and pleasurable. Benevolence of nature to this breathtakingly beautiful valley and your presence shall make this event a memorable one.

Please do register at the earliest. Hoping to see you soon in Srinagar.

With sincere regards

Dr. Sabhiya Majid,
Prof. & Head, Deptt. Of Biochemistry,
Govt. Medical College Srinagar,
Kashmir (J&K) India-190010
Tel: 0194-250476 ext- 595
Fax: 0194-2503115
Mob: 09797873511:9622220953
Email: sabumajid@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES:
To be sent by hand / speed post to conference secretariat / mailed to biocombe2014@gmail.com by 31st August 2014
Registration is mandatory for abstract acceptance.

Specifications:
*Abstracts for Oral Presentations: 250 words, Font theme-Times New Roman, Size 12, No Underlining/Bold, Structured into Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion. Presenting author Highlighted and Italicized. Soft copy (CD) and Hard copy to be enclosed.
*Specifications for Poster Abstracts: Same as for oral presentations. Soft Copy (CD) to be enclosed only.
*For Poster Presentations: White Background, no border or hard frame, easily rolled/foldable, Non glossy 3ft width X 4ft length. Written material to be same as in abstract only illustrations can be added.
Indicate whether willing to compete for award